We begin with an interpretation of the L1-distance between two power spectral densities and then, following an analogous rationale, we develop a natural metric for quantifying distance between respective covariance matrices.
Introduction
Consider two discrete-time, stationary, zero-mean, (real-valued for notational convenience) random processes y k andŷ k (k ∈ Z) having power spectral densities f y (θ) and fŷ(θ) (θ ∈ [−π, π]), and autocorrelation functions R andR ( ∈ Z), respectively, i.e., R = E{y k y k+ } = 1 2π
and similarly for the "hatted" quantities. When the power spectrum contains a singular part, then f (θ)dθ needs to be replaced by a non-negative finite spectral measure dµ(θ). We are interested in quantifying the distance between respective spectra and statistics for two such random process y k andŷ k . When two vectors R n := R 0 R 1 . . . R n−1 , and
of autocorrelation samples are available and need to be compared, one may use any metric in R n for that purpose, as for instance
However, we are not aware of any significance that can be attached to such a distance other than the fact that it is a metric in R n . Our goal in this paper, is to seek a metric which can be physically motivated.
Similarly, if we are to compare f y (θ) and fŷ(θ), it appears difficult to motivate the use of an L 2 -distance f y (θ) − fŷ(θ) 2 . For one thing, the L 2 -distance cannot be generalized to deal with spectral measures when singular parts are present. There are certainly other alternatives. In the speech processing literature in particular there is a plethora of distances that, however, are not metrics [6] including Wasserstein-like transportation measures typically lack a physical interpretation. In a recent study [4, 5] a pseudometric was constructed as a geodesic between spectral densities/measures with respect to a rather natural Riemannian metric -this metric quantifies the degradation of predictive-error variance when the predictor is designed based on the wrong choice between two alternatives and the geometry is, in essence, Euclidean but only after we transform spectral densities using the logarithmic map.
In the current paper we focus on the L 1 distance
which has also a rather natural interpretation. After a brief discussion of the relevance of the L 1 -distance, following a similar rationale, we will develop an analogous metric between finite partial covariance data of the corresponding random processes.
Interpretation of the L 1 Distance
Given y k andŷ k we postulate that there exist two random processes ψ k andψ k so that
Alternatively, we postulate that there exists a random process z k and that the two original random processes relate to z k via
It is natural to seek such perturbations of minimal total combined variance
that is sufficient to "reconcile" the two processes. The combined variance E{ψ 2 k } + E{ψ 2 k } represents the minimal amount of "energy" of perturbations in the two timeseries that is needed to render the two indistinguishable. Intuitively, the minimal combined variance which is consistent with the available data quantifies the distance between the two.
Given f y , fŷ, the optimal choice consists of random processes ψ k andψ k such that y k andψ k are independent,ŷ k andψ k are also independent, and
fψ(θ) = f y (θ) − fŷ(θ) if fŷ(θ) − f y (θ) ≤ 0, 0 otherwise.
Then, the power spectrum of the "sum"
